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About This Content

Previously seen only as in concept art, this unique armor design makes its gameplay debut in Marvel vs. Capcom: Infinite!
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Title: Marvel vs. Capcom: Infinite - Special X Costume
Genre: Action
Developer:
Capcom
Publisher:
Capcom
Release Date: 5 Dec, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: Intel Core i3-4160 @ 3.60GHz

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 480, GTX 570, GTX 670, or better

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 59 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectSound Supported (DirectX® 9.0c or more)

English,Japanese,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Korean,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Thai,Traditional Chinese
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Well I dont even know how to describe this game... I hate this game more than words can express... If you read my other
reviews you might know that i am used to horrific artrocities but this one takes the f*cking cake. When I saw the loading screen
I noticed 2 things right away, a humanoid cat and a crate filled with weed... And after 10 seconds of playing this game I was
sure that the developers had smoked round about that amount of weed before developing this pile of sh*ite. I wont even start on
how terrible the movement, gunplay, fov etc. is because that would take f*cing CENTURIES. just avoid this game at all cost... I
spend 40 cents on this game and considering what i got for the money this price is a robbery...

A 1/10 would not do this game justice so my final verdict is a pile of goat sh*t/10. Relatively dull game with an irritating robotic
voice that gives you instructions. Controls are a little clumsy, all round just a rather poor game.. great game.. Tried to turn
slightly, did a full 90 degree turn.
The story line is really enthrawling!
I love how customisable the graphics are!
The graphics are truely amazing!
Its a real challenge! I love the lack of tutorial!
The lack of a controls menu makes the game really hard and challenging!
Physics where non existant making the game have a really unique taste!

10/10- Would win a race by driving off a mountain and getting killed again!. Love the graphic and skill level system of this gem
of a game
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Do not recommended.

Very buggy User Interface.

Campaign progress resets randomly.
Buttons are unclickable.
Game freezes in random cases.
. Game graphics are not very detailed.However im having LOW FPS. 4 FPS When you turn the camera.Optimization problem..
For a really crappy port to PC, I would give it a 5\/10. mostly because of the performance issues and somewhat bad controls..
Over-powered enemies, lots of historical inaccuracies, AI is some of the most stupid you will find in video games, end of, and
you are given nowhere near the amount of units in each mission to have a scrap of a chance at winning the level, even on Easy
difficulty.

Stick to the later "Men of War" titles.. Great game.. Talkative yet fun RPG.. Great game!
Who doesnt love killing zombies and listen to awesome rock music?! Kill Em All provides amazing music and gameplay, a
campaign that is very enjoyable, with objectives, huge maps, different scenery and talk about ALL THE GUNS! lots of guns to
play and dominate with. My favorite so far has to be the minigun! just mow down zombies and create yourself a clear path to
the objective! (careful though, minigun has a cooldown (;)
overall this game is create and completely worth 5.99$ cannot wait to see what future patches they will bring to the game!. Best
one out of all the series.
Been waiting for this bad boy to go on Steam.

Comes with power up kit, which includes:
- Custom scenarios
- Kids with wife (if you get one)
- Editing generals
- New strategic campaign mode. Good, fun. High replay value. Speedrunning potential is excellent.

The developer clearly has a lot of love for this project. It has a similar feel to Touhou games, in ways both good and bad. Melee
influence is limited to memes, references, and the ability to shine and dash around really fast.

It's fast-paced and controls are tight. In spite of framerate limited to 30fps, movement and shooting feels fluid. Boss fights are
tense, with interesting bullet patterns. The flexible utility of "shine" and the special attack for movement, offense, and defense
means that in any situation the player has many options - learning how to optimally act is very rewarding.

The tutorial does a great job and blends in as the first level. However, I wish there was somewhere to view all the control
options, or perhaps even rebind them. It's not obvious what alternative control schemes exist, and the default controller bindings
I just could not handle - pumping the trigger on an Xbox controller for every timed shot is exhausting.

Some aspects lack polish. One is collision with ladders and some kinds of walls; there's a chance of getting briefly stuck on
deceptively large hitboxes when trying to move past some obstacles.
Quality of the visuals varies, but generally works well. Graphics for key characters are nicely expressive, and the less refined
ones are fitting with the 4-color palatte and cheeseball style of the writing.
Music is great. The default audio balance seems off - especially noticeable since shooting in sync with the music is a key
mechanic - but audio sliders in the settings mean this is easily fixed.

Overall, game is good and super worth it. Short (though absolutely fair for $1), replayable, not overly difficult, fun to master.
Never waveshined so much before in my life.
I'd buy a pricier game with similar mechanics and a bit more polish in a heartbeat.
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